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                          I. Introduction

    The element rnanganese oecurs in nature in a great number of dif-

ferent mineralogical forms. The most stable condition of manganese in

nature is in the form of oxide, and therefore, when any of the other

manganese minerals are deeomposed by the infiuenee of surfaee ageneies,

they all tend soolter or latter, to assume that form. As a direct result

of this, the oxides minerals are the most plentiful of the manganese
minerals. They oecur in several different forms, varying considerably in

the relative proportions of manganese and oxygen, that is, in the degree

of oxidation of the manganese, and in the nature of the accompanying
chemiealiy or mechanieally combined impurities.

    Manganese dioxide mineral is one of the most familiar and common
minerals found in various manganese deposits, but its mineTalogical study

has been very indefinite owing to the variability and overlapping of
physical properties and ehemical compositions. It is obvious, in Hokkaido,

     it always occurs in a fine grained massive state, and comparisesthat

several modifications.

    The write has been interested in the problem of various modifications

of manganese dioxide since five years ago, and has studied the problem

of persistent minerals in nature, such as manganese dioxide and hydr-
oxide. In as much as minerals should not be dealt with as individual
specimens, but must be considered in connection with their crystallization

environment, the writer's research has been mainly on the relation
between the several modifications of manganese minerals and the differ-
ences in the mode of their occurrence.
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    On the other hand, the utilization of these minerals has increased

tremendously in reeent years, mainly in the chemical and metallurgical
industries, especially in the dry ceil industry. The ore is direetly used as

a basic raw material for a dry cell, so that doubtlessly the mineralogical

charaeter of manganese dioxide may greatly influenee the electric be-
haviour of a dry cell. For the increased demands for dry cell as well as

new uses, manganese dioxide has been artificially prepared by various
chemical or eleetrochemieal methods, and the mineralogical properties of

these products have shown that there are several modifications according

to the difference of procedures or original reagents used.

    In this paper, the writer attempts to identify the various modifica-

tions of natural manganese dioxide and hydroxide from the mineralogica}

standpoint, and a classification of these minerals is attempted.

       II. Geotectonic constitution of the island of Hokkaido.

    The island of Hokkaido, the northernmost island of Japan, is com-
posed of some contrasted geotectonic units. The axial zone of the island

which extends from north and south is the geological backbone of the
island made up' of Cretaceous and pre-Cretaceous formations with meta-

morphie and plutonic zones in each tectonic center. It is considered that

an orogenie movement of alpine phase predominated over the whole axial

zone in the Cretaceous epoeh producing the foundation of the island;
around it the younger formations are disposed.

    In the sueceeding Palaeogene epoeh, there was no prominent tectonic

disturbance in Hokkaido. Only some coal bearing formations were formed

around the margina} part of the axial zone, In the Neogene epoch, how-

ever, huge volcanic effusions had arose over both fianks of the axial zone.

Such aetivity belongs to the so-called "green tuff activity" that too'k place

along the whole inner side of the Japanese island are keeping pace with the

Tertiary circum-Pacifie volcanie activity.

    In the south-western protruded peninsular area of the island the above

mentioned green tuff, and pyroclastic formations with lava and intrusive

propylite and liparite are prominently developed. The basement complex

of those pyroclastics is composed of a probably Palaeozonic formation

which is eonsidered as a northern extension of the Kitakami mountain
region, the type Iocality of the Japanese Palaeozoic.

    As to the north-eastern region of the island the Neogene circum-
stances are similar to those of the south-western region, However, the

pyroelastics cover pre-Cretaceous formations which are referred to the



eastern border part of the axial zone,

    Sueh three fold geologie constitution provides the fundamental charac-

ter of the island of Hokkaido. But by the detailed consideration they are

further subdivided into some small sub-provinees.
1. Geog7"apuhicaZ alist7nibzetion of manganese depuosits in illolekaido.

    Several kinds of ore deposits are associated with every igneous
activity of eaeh geotectonic unit. Manganese deposits, now under con-
sideration, are also developed as a member of those ore deposits, They

are arranged into some metallogenetic eontrolled by the geotectonic baek-

ground. Further, their periods of mineralization extend over several
epochs, Palaeozoie, Mesozoic, Neogene Tertiary and Quaternary.

    They will be summarized as in the following table.

    A. South-western region
        1. Western province
           a) Manganiferous quartz vein in the Palaeozoie formation,

               Matsumae, Era, etc.
           b) Epithermal rhodochrosite vein of Neogene epoch, Imai-
               Ishizaki, Yakumo, Jokoku mine, etc.

           c) Nodular or bedded sedimentary dioxide deposits of
               Neogene epoch, Pirika, Kinjo, Daikoku mine, etc.

       2. Eastern province
           a) Epithermal rhodochrosite vein of Neogene epoch
           b) Nodular or bedded sedimentary dioxide deposite of
               Neogene epoch
    B. AxialZone
        Manganese oxides deposits developed along the sheared zone
       running through the pre-Cretaceous formations
    C, North-eastern region
        Manganiferous hematite deposits and allied manganese oxide
       deposits developed among the pre-Cretaceous formation,
       Tokoro, Kokuriki, Wakasa mine, etc.
    D. Quaternary volcanic zone
        Manganese wad deposits of both Nasu and Chishima volcanie
       chains,
A. South-western region
    Southwestern region of the island is roughly subdivided into two
tectonic units by the N-S running line of Hakodate-Suttsu. '
  1) Western sub-province
    In this western sub-province, Palaeozoic horst Iike massifs surrounded
by Miocene pyroclasties and siliceous hard shale are dotted with north-
south trend. Each massif is understood as an unheaving horst; in the
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Miocene age, its marginal zone of step fauks was often an effusive
centre of huge pyroclastics. As the effusion is exhausted, in late Miocene,

siliceous hard shale developed in the skirts of upheaving massifs.

    Although several types of ore deposits are disposed in those terrains;

manganese deposits characterize this province.

    a) Palaeozoic deposies
    Older type of vein formed manganese deposits are occasionally found

in the interior region of the Palaeozoic massifs. Main portion of those

deposits is formed of oxidized ores. Some rhodonite, magnetite, quartz

and rhodochrosite are associated with them. They are consider as one
kind of replacement deposit formed in Palaeozoic epoch.

    b) Neogene Tertiary deposits
    In the Neogene Tertiary deposits were developed with the Neogene
effusive activity of the province; there are several epithermal mineral

deposits sueh as gold, silver, base metals, and manganese. Tertiary
manganese deposits of South-western Hokkaido, are represented in two

different types.
    The one is epithermal rhodochrosite veins, the other is a nodular

or bedded deposit of sedimentary origin. The former is controlled by
a tectonic faulting to similar those of epithermal base metal deposits and

especially allied to lead-zine deposits. In some lead-zinc deposits, rhodo-

chrosite predominates as gangue mineral. A unique type of high eoncen-

tration of such rhodochrosite is workable for manganese deposits, This

type of deposit forrns the most important manganese resources in Japan,

and has the highest production,

    In the western sub-province, this type of deposits is known in the
Jokoku, Imai-Ishizaki, Yakumo mine. They occur in Neogene pyroclastic

formation and in propylite masses or partly in Palaeozoic formation.
The deposits are mainly composed of rhodochrosite and often accompanied
by alabandite, sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite and silver minerals.

    The nodular or bedded manganese dioxide deposits are also the
important sources manganese. The prominent existence of such type
manganese deposits characterizes the western sub-provinee; moreover, it

is a unique metallogenetic province in Japan.

    They occur surrounding the Palaeozoic massifs, and are arranged at

a distance from the central massif beyond the site of vein type of deposits.

Stratified sedimentary regions are the place of sueh manganese deposits.

    The ore is composed of manganese dioxide and hydroxide minerals,

such as pyrolusite, manganite, cryptomelane and amorphous manganese
dioxide etc. They form some beds or often are concreted in a nodular form
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and scatered among sediments. Frequently, they associate with jasper
which is called "Toraishi" and soapstone. Pirika and IYIeppu mine are
the typieal representatives of this type. Sometime the ore contains shark

teeth and other marine fossils, so they are understood to be sedimentary

deposits laid under rnaTine water by the accumulation of wad derived
from manganese miReral springs. However, some authors postulate them
to be of hydrothermal replacement origin.

  2) Eastern sub-province
    There is no prominent Palaeozoic massif in the eastern sub-province.

The greater part of the distriet is eovered by Neogene pyroclastics and

propylite masses. Assoeiated base metal deposits are rather more promi-

nent than those of the western province, a) with those deposits, epithermal

rhodochrosite veins which have th'e same character as those of above
mentioned are disposed. Inakuraishi, and bhe mines work representative

deposits. There is no need for additional notes on these rhodochrosits

deposits referred to those of the western type. b) Minor sedimentary
manganese deposits are also known in the neighbourhood of above men-
tioned rhodoehrosite deposits.

B. AxialZone.
    As already mentioned, the axial zone of Hokkaido in orogenie com-
posed of thick sediments of geosynclinal natures. Along the marginal zone

of this supposed geosyncline, there are developed some zones of prominent

diabase effusion. Further, allied diabase sheets and dikes are often dis-

posed within the geosynclinal area. Under sueh geologic circumstances,

there were formed cupriferous iron sulphide deposits, the representative

ore deposit of the axial zone. Occational minor manganese deposits are

also known with them.

  Manganese oxide deposits
    Manganese oxide deposits of the axial zone are no't very prominent,

only sporadic minor occurrences are met with . They developed as Iense

shaped masses interposed within a sheared zone running through the
slate or schalstein. In some cases, manganiferous sediments are associ-

ated with then, however, high manganese concentration is always related

to the shearing phenomenon. Detailed observation on some sheared zones

has revealed that the sheariRg moment is always accompanied by the
permeation of some kinds of solution which eaused a prominent wall
roek alteration. It is considered that the coneentration of manganese has

some relationship with such permeation of a solution. With the manganese

ore of such deposit braunite and other undeterminable minerals are men-

tioned. In the neighbourhood of them, manganiferous hematite deposits
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of similar occurrence are known. This association is like the saTne occur-

renees in the north-eastern region of Hokkaido.

C. North-eastern region
    As the basement complex of the green tuff region of north-eastern

Hokkaido, pre-Cretaceous formations whieh are comparable to those of the

axial zone are widely developed. With them, prominent manganiferous
hematite deposits as well as manganese oxide deposits are developed.

    The nature of those deposits is the saTne as those of the axial zond

above described. Tokoro mine works the Tepresentative deposits. It
developes among the schalstein and red quartzite, as if it were deposited

as a member of sedimentaTy formation. But, high grade ore is always
restricted to a sheared zone or breceiated part. The ore is composed of

gel-formed hematite and silica mineral. Other undeterminable amor-
phous components are assoeiated with them. It always eontains about
10% of manganese. However, its mineralogical form has not been clearly
determined. Another type of manganese deposit is known in the western
region distinguished from TokoTo type hematite deposits of the eastern

region. Although the circumstances of that deposiE are the same as those

of the hematite deposits, it is almost free from hematite; a manganese

oxide mineral is the main constituent of the ore. Wakasa and Hinode mine

ete. are the chief workable deposits of this type.

D. Quaternary volcanic zone
    As to the quaternaTy voleanie activity, associated ore deposits are

those of sulphur and limonite. They are restricted to the Nasu volcanie

chain in the south-western region and to the Chishima volcanie chain in

the north-eastern region respeetively. With then, some manganese wad
deposits on a minoy scale are seldom associated in the same style as limoni-

   TABLE 1. Manganese vgrad deposits by active and extinct springs.

Distriee

Komaga-dake

Iwao

Niimi

Nishitappu

Tokati-dake

Akan

Souree I
Minerals

Komaga-dake eold spring
 active

hot spring

Niimi hot spring

Tarumae voleanic active

Tokati volcanie active

Akan hot spring active

1
]

l

I

I
t

1

1

l
I

I

1

!

[

pyrolusite, birnessite

pyrolusite, brown manganese

pyrolusite

blaek manganese, other mine-
 ral caleium carbonate

amorphous blacl< manganese
 wad
amorphous balcl< manganese
 wads, other mineral ealcium
 earhonate E

IMn %

l

l
I
I

t

29.77%

30%



tie deposits derived from mineral springs. They are found in the skirt

area around the volcano. There is no difference between the deposits of

the Nasu and Chishima chains. (Table 1)
2. 0n the Tespeetive nzanganese 77zine7"als of the above cleseTibecl clel)osits

    As above mentioned, the manganese deposits of Hokkaido fall into
several divergent types. Some deposits are revealed to possess such char-

acteristic features that no doubt arises concerning their position in the

system of ore deposits. However, the situation of many deposits remains

undetermined.
    a) One of the undoubted types of deposits is hydrothermal, which is
represented in the Jokoku, Inakuraishi, Yakumo, mine, and others, the

characteristic type of the south-western ore provinee.

    b) Although some objections have been raised, the Tertiary sedimen-

tary deposits of the south-western province are also of undoubted type.

    c) Coneerning the natures of the manganese hematite and allied
deposits in comparatively older formations of the axial zone and the north-

eastern region, the preeise situation is undeterminable in many respects.

    They are treated as sedimentary in origin, but some are considered as

metamorphie or' replacement deposits.
    d) The older deposits whieh are known in Palaeozoic or pre-Cretace-

ous formations, Era, Matsumae in the south-western province or in the
axial zone are characterized by the replacement features. AImost of all the

deposits have been strongly affected by the oxidation of weathering pro-

cesss. Many of the cryptocrystalline oxide minerals contain minor amounts

of extraneous elements of B, K, Fe, Ca and others which are generally

determinable by speetrographie and chemical analyses. The explanation
usually offered for the presence of these minor elements is that the manga-

nese hydrosol is negatively eharged and attracts to it the eations of other

elements. The chief types of oecurrence of these manganese ores are
massive or fibrous, as botryoidal, spongy and banded ; as dendritic growths

on fracture surfaces or enclosed in chalcedony. Manganese dioxide ores

occur frequently in association with a jasperoid called "Toraishi." It is
obvious, that they always occur in a fine grained massive state, and that

they comprise several modifications. Some members are well erystallized

but others are very poorly so.

    These manganese ores and their underlying and accompanying beds
exhibit many of the characteristic structures and textures of normal
sedimentary materials. These deposits are found concordantly or slightly

obliquely to the stratifieation of green tuff, tuff breccia and shale of

Miocene. The modes of occurrence of many manganese dioxide deposits
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are eontrolled by geological structure ; the deposits are distributed in

[[iABLE 2. Significant feaeures of layered

     manganese deposits.

dioxide of

Larger features
 stratigraphy
 lithology

Manganese
  minerals

other rninerals

Relations of
 dioxides to
 host rock

post-ore vein
  rninerals

Supergene
 enriehment

Kokko mine area
E
I
F

Pirika mime area
/

1
:

Kinjo mine area

                     tAIIuvium I'pleistocene l
 Akagawa loam and clayl
Akagawa & Amemasui/

 etc. volcanics
 older voleanics I

                     I

Kuromatsunai formation
 Otaru agglomerate

Mioeene
 Yakumo formation
 andesitic tuff breeeia

 ore zone
 upper taffaceous sand
  stone
  shale

 Kunnui formation
  Lower £uffaceous sand
  stone

  liparite

t

E
l

l
'

Alluvium
Dllivium

Plioeene
 Setana formation
  upper mudy
  middle sand
  Iower voleanics
  sand gravel

Kuromatsunai
  agglomelate

   alt.
 gray mud stone

Mioeene
Yakumo formation
 shale mud stone

sand layeri･

layer

layer

formation

sand stone & mud stone

1

L
I
I
I

l
I
･

I
i

I

I
i
I
I
I
I

I
t
:
L

 Kunnui formation
  ore zone
  basaltic tuff breccia
  green tuff, green tuf-
   faceous sand stone
  gray mud stone
  liparitie tuff breceia

･granite borlder (ore zone)･

 unconformity
  granite, Palaeozoie
    formation

Alluvium
Dllivium

Pliocene
 two pyroxene andesite
 hornblende dacite

cryptomelane

elay, limonite

syngenetie
  some redistribution
  and enrichment

Mioeene
 Yalcumo formation
 tuffaeeous shale, basalt

pyrolusite, manganite,
 groutite

Kunnui formation
 ore zone
 green tuff

clay, barite, calcite

pyrolusite manganite
 eryptomelane

I clay, ealcite,
i

Jasper

jasper layeTs
syngenetic

barite, caleite vein

probable

syngenetic

pyrolusite, ealeite vein
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sueh special portions as small basins.

    Each of the three areas included in Tertiary formations in Table 2
shows the following two successive episodes: 1) after a period of volca-

nism that yielded flows and breceias of several varieties of rocks, they

were deformed and subjeeted to great erosion. 2) They were laid down
unconformably on the older rocks, and then abruptly there were laid fine-

grained tuff and tu'ff breccia that eontain manganese dioxides. In each

of the three areas some workers have held the opinion that the manganese

dioxides replaced the tuffaceous material after it had been deposited.
To the present writers it seems that the similarity of the sequence of

episodes in each of the three areas suggests that the mode of genesis should

be the same in each area. It is interpreted here that in each area the

ma"ganese dioxides were deposited as sediments.

  A. Hydrothermal type of deposits
    As already mentioned, this type of deposits is fully developed in the

Jokoku and Yokumo, mines. The ore minerals of those deposits consist
mainly of rhodochrosite, with sphalerite, galena as aceessories.

    The rhodochrosite usually occurs as pure manganese carbonate. But,

in some deposits as of the Oe and Jokoku mines it contains appreciable

amounts of Fe or Mg and Ca replacing manganese. The oxidized ore of
surficial weathering zone is generally of low grade one. The universal
product of oxidation is pyrolusite (B-Mn02) or its hydrated derivatives.

  B. Sedimentary type of deposit
    Although this type of deposit is interbedded with clay and tuff forma-

tions and has distinet features of sedimentary origin, prominent alterations

of surrounding rocks that are suggestive of igneous aMlation are developed.

In these deposits, manganese minerals of hydroxides and dioxide manga-
nese are well represented. They are revealed as pyrolusite, cryptomelane,

manganite, groutite, and cryptocrystalline manganese dioxide.

  C. Manganese hematite and allied type of deposits
    One of the most obscure types of the manganese deposits is this group.

As already mentioned, several diverse interpretations are proposed for
their origin.

    The ore of manganiferous hematite deposit type hematite only is
determined as ore mineral, and not as a distinctive mineral of manganese
source. But, in manganese oxide deposit of allied type distinctive braunite

mineral is well developed, furthermore, undeterminable manganese mineral

is also found in company there with.

  D. With the older replacement type of manganese deposits
    As already mentioned, regarding oxidized ore often associated with
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rhodonite,

oxidation
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 magnetite, quartz and rhodoehrosite with respect to 'the

circumstances, there is not yet available elear information.
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pre-

      IIr. Mineralogical consideration of manganese dioxide and

                  hydroxide minerals in Hokkaido

    Manganese oxide mineral, especially manganese dioxide, is one of
the most familiar and common minerals found in various manganese
deposits in Hokkaido, but its mineralogical studies of it have been very

equivocal owing to the variability and overlapping of physical properties

and chemical composition. The material always occurs in a fine-grained

massive state, and eomprises several modifications. Some members are
well crystallized but others are very poorly crystallized. Though Ioosely

known as the "manganese dioxide minerals," rnany contain additional
elements. For example, cryptomelane, which is one of the commonest
minerals, has been tentatively ascribed the formula KRsO"}, where R is
ehiefiy Mn'4.

    The writer investigated the various. modifications of manganese
dioxide and hydToxide minerals, mainly from the mineralogical standpoint
and classified them on the bases of geological data.

    1. Expue7"ime7ztaL

    The methods of the mineralogical st-udy have described on manganese
dioxides, are optical, ehemical, X-ray, thermal, and electron .micrography.

    The metallographie microscope is the west valuable instrument for
identifying opaque minerals and for studying their mutual relationships.

The identification of the manganese dioxide minerals in polished sections

has made diMculties.

    The use of the electron microscope has permitted the precise determi-

nation of the shape of the particles of various manganese dioxide minerals.

    X-ray diffraction anlysis was carried to identify the materials by
Philips geiger counter X-ray speetrometer. The conditions of studies in
this report are as follows; non filter Fe radiation 35 kv, 7ma, scan speed

2 per minute, angular aparture 1, receiving slit O.O06 inch, time constant

4 seconds.

    Although the thermal methods in current use are fairly numerous
most are based upon three fundamental properties; (a) weight changes,
(b) energy changes, and (e) dimensional ehanges. Two or more methods
in combination rriay also be used.

    Consequently, since differential thermal analysis is at present the
most widely used, and probably the most useful method for identification



and estimation purposes, consideration has been limited to this technique;

the results of other methods have been incorporated only where they are

neeessary to supplement differential thermal data. '
    Thermobalanee curves differ from the above types in being dynamic
that is, the change in weight is continuously measured and reeorded as
the sample heats up.

    2. C7"ypto7nel･ane

    This alkali-bearing member of Mn02 was named "cryptomelane"
by RIcHMoND and FLEIscHER (1942). The formula for cryptomelane
is given as KRsOi". The R is largely Mn'`, but enough is of a lower
valence to provide the need of a potassium atom. The eomposition is not

completely uniforrn, the relative amounts of K and R varying to some
slight degree. Also the potassium may be replaced by sodium. Crypto-

melane, having a low order symmetry, exists in a much great range of

           TABLE 3. X-ray..-poustei- data of cryptomelane,

A. S. T. M. No. 6-0547
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erystallinity. Its structure is such that other ions sueh as K, Ba, Pb, and

Mn"2 often find their way into portions of the lattice, thus causing the

]M[n : O ratio to be less than 2,OO in most cases. In this formula potassium

is lead in coronadite and barium in hollandite. A partially solid solution

series exists between hollandite and cryptomelane, but the Iimit of iso-

morphous replacement is not known.
    Most samples of cryptomelane contain 2-4 percent of non-essential

water. Cryptomelane is found as the commonest constituent of man-
ganese dioxide mineral groups. It occurs in a number of habi'ts: 1) most

commonly as very fine grained steel gray dense compact masses, showing

marked conehoidal fracture, 2) less cornmonly as botryoidal masses, 3)

un-commonly as coarse cleavaged masses that would not ordinarily be

labelled "psilomelane type."

    This name was given by RIcHMoND and FLEIscHER (1942) to the
potassium-bearing mineral of "psilomelane" type. It differs only slightly

from psilomelane ; the differenee ean best be aseertained by X-ray diffrac-

tion methods.

    The Kokk6 mine works manganese ore of syngenetic deposit in the
tuff and tuff breccia of Neogene Tertiary. Cryptomelane from the Kokk6

mine is general by poor by crystallize (Photo. 1). An X-ray powder
diagram was made with unfiltered Fe radiation using a Philips geiger

counter X-ray spectrometer, The interplaner spaeing and intensites of

l

!
g
.
E
{

'

1

d

    o soo Ioooec
Fig. 2. Differential thermal analysis and thermobalanee

   curves of cryptomelane from the I<okk6-minet-



the refiections are listed in Table 3. The result is in good agreement with

that obtained by RAMsDELL (1942) and RAMDoHR (1956). Fig. 2 show
the diffeTential thermal analysis curve and thermobalance curve of
eryptomelane from the Kokk6 mine. The irregularity reaction and broad
exothermic reaction from 8000 to 10000C appear typical of this group.
The reaction is probably of recrystallization type.

   '3. PyTolzesite ･ -
    Pyrolusite oeeurs widely distributed in nature and combined with
comrnon minerals found in manganese dioxide deposits or oxidized zones
in various manganese deposits in Hokkaido.
    Pyrolusite, 'the mineral, is soft and will soil the fingers; it hardness

varies from 2 to 2.5; it has a speeific gravity of 4.73 to 4,86. It has a

metallic luster and varies from grayish-black to black in colour; it shows

a black streak. It is formed at or near the surface of the earth under
strong oxidizing conditions and usually contains small quantities of silica,

             TABLE 4, X-ray powder data of pyrolusite.

A. S. T. M. No. 4-0591
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lime, iron, and barite.

    A typical specimen of pyrolusite can be colected from the manga-
nese dioxide deposits of the Pirika and Hanishi mine (Photo. 2).
0rthorhomic pyrolusite is apparently formed by pseudomorphism, based
on its manganite formation. On the basis of observation the tetragonal

form of Mn02, and its properties se'em well characterized.
    The Pirika mine is worldng on manganese dioxide ore of sedimentary

deposits in the tu'ff and tuff breccia of Neogene Tertiary. X-ray power

reflections of the manganese ore can be grouped with those of pyrolusite

(BMn02) (Table 4).
    The differential thermal analysis curve of pyrolusite and the loss

of weight as quantitatively measured by a sensitive thermobalance are
shown in Fig. 3, The loss of weight up to 5800C results form deoxidation

                Ima O""O' li-l lF- fi-fil-- -7 'y i-l -..i lT. i -'/. i'11n.Zt.Oi/'.Ohl.".Zf..

                i I'i// " '- 'tcoia"o ftn va["utp)
                sfi.m k-k,1
                - t-. il                tET.+. X,1,
                                  ixtL:
                                 Mno,sol -i '!--- I
                                      '1

                                         M Oiej

                   vkS--;i

                l

                5

                k-whm-L-"-". . J                o soo [oooec
           Fig. 3. Differential thermai analysis and. thermobalanee

              curves of pyrolusite from the Kozawa, Pirika, and
              Hanaishi.

alone ; it is suddenly increased at about 7000C, amounting to approximately

10.5%. Pyrolusite appears from the thermal behavior of the first endo-

thermic reaction to deoxidize abruptly at about 6800C transforming into

a-MnL,03. The second peak is at about 10000C. It is also noteworthy
                                                             .that the water content of these specimens is very low and that most of
it is released at temperatures lower than 1000C. AII oxides and hydroxides

of manganese are transformed into Mn304 at 10000C.
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TABLE 5,

Type of transformation
f''

1
l

Aetivation energy

eblYS.9Ggl,,ev.sMn2o3

cr-Mn203-Mn304

i
I
･ 105 K

270 K

cal

cal

TABLE 6. X-ray powder data of ramsdellite,

A. S. T. M. No. 7-222
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    The product at 7000C denoting the peak in pyrolusite is due to the

following endothermic reaction: 4Mn02->2Mn20B+02
The aetivation energy of those reactions is shown in Table 5.

    4. Ra7nscleLlite
    The occurrence of ramsdellite, an orthorhornbic modification of Mn02

has not been reported in Japan. But a specimen was colleeted by Mr. Y.

URAsHiMA at the Tanno mine, Kitami district in Hokkaido, which was
identified by the writer as ramsdellite (Photo 3).

    Rarnsdellite was first described by L. S. RAMsDELL (1942) ; the power

X-ray pattern has been given by M. FLEIscHER and W. E, RIcHMoND
(1943); and the crystal structure was determined by A. M. BysTRoM
(1949). The unit cell dimensions are given a=4.533A, b==9.27A, and
c=2.866 A, Z=4. The crystal lattice is similar to the diaspor.

    Ramsdellite from the Tanno mine is usually we!I crystallized and forms

an aggregate of needle-shaped erystal. The smal} hand specirnen reeeived

in this laboratory consists of clusters of radiating shiny black crystals

(about 8rnm Iong), embedded in a dull gray matrix. Each portion in
specimen gives a black streak.
    The X-ray powder pattern obtained with a Phillips Geiger counter
X-ray spectrometer with unfiltered Fe radiation is shown in Table 6. The

result is in good agreement with that obtained by BysTRoM (1949) and

RAMDoHR (1956). Differential thermal ana}ysis curves for ramsdellite
have been given by J. L. KuLp and J. N. PERFETTI (1950). Exothermic
phase change from ramsdellite to pyrolusite is shown at 5000C on the
differential thermal curve. Subsequent to this reaction the eurve is similar

to that of pyro}usite as would be expected. The final endothermic peak
temperature is redueed. This is probably related to the size of Mn203

crystallites which form in the pyrolusite deeomposition. X-ray diffraction

patterns taken at room ternperature (ramsdellite), 2000C (ramsdellite),

5500C (pyrolusite), 8000C (Mn203), and 10000C (hausmannite) are con-
sistent with the above interpretation.

    5. Bi7onessite
    Originally S-Mn02 was the name given by McMuRDIE to a synthetic
manganese oxide whose X-ray powder pattern consisted of oniy two lines,

at 2.39 and 1.40 A. Later, McMuRDIE and GoLovATo (1948) reported two
additional lines at 7.0 and 3.64 A, in the powder pattern of a synthetic

s-Mn02.). The name "manganous manganite" was applied originally by
FEITKNEcHT and MARTI (1945) to a manganese oxide that yields a similar

powder pattern; it was prepared by oxidizing an alkaline manganous
solution with either air or oxygen. Birnessite giving an X-ray powder
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              Y. HARIyA

7. X-ray powder data of birnessite,
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    Birnessite in Hokl<aido is found at the Todoroki mine. This mineral

upon X-ray examination is seem be identical with birnessite (Nao.7Cao.3)

Mn20i4'2.81E[L,O, as described by JoNEs and MiLNE (1956), The mineral is

usually very soft and varies from blackish-brown to black in colour.

    The X-ray powder patterns of birnessite from Todoroki mine is given
in the Table 7 together with the patterns of manganous manganite and
s-Mn02.
    The differential thermal analYsis curve of bernessite from Todoroki
mine and the loss of weight as quantitatively measured by a sensitive

thermobalance are shown in Fig. 4. It shows endothermic peaks at 1200,

2600, 5400, 6800C, and a small broad peak at 9300 to 9700C.

    Thermobalance curve show a continuous loss of weight, with to bleaks

or very prominent fiexures but a gradual decrease in amount as the tem-
perature is increased.

    6. Todo7"okite
    A certain mineral specimen was found upon X-ray examination to
be identical with todorokite (Mn, Ba, Ca, Mg) IM{n307'H20, as described

by C. FRoNDEL (1953) and [I]. YosmMuRA (1934). This mineral oecurs

TABLE 8. X-ray powder data of todorokite.

Todorol<i mine
(by Forndel)

d(A) I
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Fig. 5. Differential thermal analysis and thermobalance

   curves of todorokite from the Todorold mine.

as an aggregate of very fine fibrous fiakes, about O.05mm in length at
the Iargest. These fiakes are arranged in lamellar layers, the lamellae are

vertical to the surface of the Iayer (Photo. 4). The X-ray powder patterns

of todorokite from Todoroki and from Vermlands Toberg are given in
Table 8.

    The differential thermal analysis curve of todorokite from Vermlands

[l]oberg aeeording to P. LJuNGGREN (1960) is given. It shows endothermic

peaks at 1050, 3300, 6600, 7300, 8100C, and a small defiection at 9650C,

    The differential thermal analysis curves of these minerals from
Todoroki mine obtained by the present writer are given in Fig. 5. The
irregularity reaction from 1000 to 10000C appears typical of todorokite

from the Todoroki mine. It shows endothermic peaks at 1040, 2800, 4800,

5080, 5950C and broad endothermic reaction from 6800 to 8800C and small

sharp peak at 9800C. Thermobalanee curve show a continuous }oss of
weight, with no breaks or very prominent fiexures but a gradual decrease

in amount as the temperature is increased.

    7. Manganese wads
    The Quaternary volcanic aetivities are often associated with sulphur

ore and iron ore, one of the most important mineral resources of Japan.

Accompanying these sulphur and iron deposits, manganese wad deposits
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         Fig. 6. Differential thermal analysis eurves of rnanganese wad.

are found. Manganese wads are an amorphous, earthly mixture of variable

composition, but containing mainly dioxides of manganese and water, with

some oxides of iron and other substances.- Manganese wads in Hokkaido

occur at Akan, Tokachi, Tarumae, Niimi, and Komaga-dake (Fig. 1).
    The name is widely applied to a dark-brown earthy oxide of manganese

probably in several states of oxidation and combined with diverse amounts

of water, It does not possess either a definite atomic structure nor a
constant composition ; the wad form is probably the first compound result-

ing form (1) the oxidation of manganous minerals and (2) the precipita-

tion of manganese oxide from surface waters.

    Manganese dioxide in noteworthy amounts has been found in the
vicinity of active hot and cold springs in several localities in Hokkaido
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TABLE 9. X-ray powder data of manganese wads.
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I
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TABLE 10. Chemieal composition of manganese wads.
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also in the travertine and sinter near extinct springs. In the process of

precipitation, it commonly absorbs appreciable amounts of sueh metals
as eobalt, copper, iron, and lead ; distinctive names have been given to sorne

of the compounds.

    The differential thermal analysis curves of manganese wads in Hok-
kaido are shown in Fig. 6. IY{anganese wads are aggregates of certain
manganese dioxide minera}s. These mineral are pyrolusite, cryptomelane,
ranceite and birnessite.

    Chemical analysis of manganese wads from Kornaga-dake, Akan and
Niimi are shown in Table 10. Manganese wads is shown by electron miero-

graphs to occur in single Iaths and bundles of laths (Photo. 5). There

appears to be no evidenee of a tubular from like that found for halloysite.

    8. Ma?zgyanite
    The mineral manganite has received careful study by BuERGER (1936) .

The crystals are reported to be rnonoclinic, a:8.86A, b:5.24A,
c : 5.70 A, B=:90. The unit cell contains MnsOs(OH)s. However, it cannot

be considered that the strueture has been established beyond doubt. There

is even some possibility that the substance is orthorhombie rather than

monoclinie. ･Furthermore, the manganite anisotropy studies by KRIsHNAN

and BANERJEE throw doubt on the equivalent oxidation state of all man-

ganese atoms. They suggest that the manganese is half bivalent and half
quadrivalent rather than all trivalent.

    In addition to the preparation outlined, FEITKNEcHT and MARTI
(1945) claim the preparation of MnOOH in two other forms. The prepara-
tion give above is ca]Ied by them "IV{nOOH" and eorresponds to the natural

substance. The other forrns are designated a and P MnOOH. There is
also a supposed manganese manganite.

    Manganite occurs widely distributed in nature and common minerals
found in manganese hydroxide. It occurs in prismatic erystals and also

in stalactite or columnar forms. Manganite frequently alters to pyrolusite,

from which it can be distinguished by its hardness and brown streak.
Manganite is not so stable under oxidizing conditions as pyrolusite ; under

such eonditions it is generally replaced by the latter. Manganite color
varies from steel gray to iron black with a submetallic luster.

    The manganite specimens from the Yunosawa mine show typical
X--ray diffraction patterns with no extra lines, X-ray powder pattern is

shown in Table 11. The specirnens were shiny black prismatic crystals.
Manganite from Hokkaido is found in both crystalline and massive forms.

The crystals are rare, small and mueh distorted. From the Yunosawa
mine short prismatic manganite crystals are found. In those crystal
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specimen three faees of m(110), el(210), and
in appearing as the dominant face, while E (205)

etc. also often appear.

c(OOI) are most
, h (410), e(Oll)

frequent

, aaoo),

TABLE 11. X-ray powder data of manganite.

A. S. T. M. No. 2-0429
i
･

[
I

Yunosawa mine

d(A) I '
I
I d(A) I

3.40

2.65

2.52

2.41

2.26

2.18

1.77

1.70

1.66

1.63

1.50

1.43

1.32

1.29

1.26

1.24

1.21

1.18

1.16

1.13

1.11

1.10

1.08

100

80

40

80

60

60

80

70

80

70

70

70

70

20

20

20

20

40

40

60

20

20

20

l
i
'

4.19

3.75

3.40

2.91

2.64

2.52

2.41

2.27

2.19

1.78

1.70

1.67

1.63

1.50

1.43

1.32

1.29

1.18

1.15

1.13

1.11

15

14

100

11

100

 5
18

52

15

16

45

26

41

11

 6
 6
 5

5

4

19

2

    The differential thermal analysis curves of manganite from the Yuno-

sawa mine show a sharp endothermic peak at 3950C followed by a broader

endothermic peak at 9850C (Fig. 7). Pure manganite gives a strong peak
at about 3950C, corresponding in respect to dehydration to that of B-Mn02.

The pattern of B-Mn02 almost disappears at 7000C and that of ehe second

endothermic peak at about 9850C corresponding to the conversion of Mn203
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           Fig. 7. Differential thermal analysis curves of manganite

              from the Yunosawa mine.

to Mn304. These X-ray powder patterns are shown in Fig. 11-a. The results

of PAvLovlTcH (1935) are similar, but be noted that the product after the

3700C peak depended upon the conditions of heating; RoDE (1955) has
concluded that in vacuum Mn203 is formed while in air B-Mn02 may be
one of the products. Frequently curves for rr}anganite show an additional

peak at 5500N6000C whieh KuLp and PERFETTI (1950) have attributed to

an unidentified impurity; RoDE (1955) however, has considered it to
relate to manganite and to represent in vaeuum the conversion of Mn203

to a mixture of cr and B hausmannite or in air to represent the decomposi-

tion of B-Mn02. The differential thermal analysis curves of manganite

from the Yunosawa mine show no additional peak at 5500N6000C, This
well illustrates the divergence of opinon upon some of the basic processes ;

the matter of far the products of heating are influenced by faetors relating

to apparatus and technique to be elueidated.

    On the other hand, dehydration curve and thermobalanee curve of
manganite from the Yunosawa mine are shown in Fig. 8. The loss of
weight up to 3000C is effected by dehydration alone, and is suddenly
increased at 4000C, amounting to approximately 30%. The secondary
loss of about 7% in weight observed at 6000C may be due to deoxidation.

Loss of weight up to 5800C does not appear on the differential thermal
analysis curve.

    9. G7"outite

    Groutite, HMnO, is a member of the disapore-goethite group. The
writer has recently diseovered in the Pirika mine, Hokkaido, the first

groutite to be recorded from Japan. The crystallography of groutite,
which was first reported by GRuNER (1947), indicated that it is a member

of the diaspore-goethite group. The dimensions of the ort-h-'orhombic unit
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cells are a:4.58 A, b:10.76 A, and c:2.89 A. The atomic arrangement
is very nearly identical with that of diaspore.

    Groutite is found in the Motoyama deposit of the Pirika mine in
lrscIokkaido. The minute eryseals aggregate always in radial form and
nearly always are associated with manganite (Photo. 6). The crystal of

groutite is thin and platy in habit and forms a radial aggregate. Groutite

is associated with manganite, quartz, barite and limonite. The color of

              [I]ABLE 12. X-ray powder data groutite.

Cuyuna Range, Minnesota,
      U. S. A.
     (by Gruner)

    o   d(A) I (hkl)

  5.36 1 020
  4.17 10 110
  3.462 1-2 120
  2.798 6 130
  2.675 6 040
  2.524 1 021
  2.369 6
  2.303 5 140
  2.210 2
  2.008 1
  1.959 O.5 041
  1.932 1 150
  1.798 O.5
  1.763 2
  1.732 1
  1.692 5

  1.603 4
  1.559 O
  1.515 3 061
  1.465 1

  1.448 1
  1.435 2
  1.398 1
  1.367 O.5-1
  1.345 1
  1.304 O.5
  1.286 1
  1.281 1 180
  1.267 1
  1.258 1
  1.220 1
  1.212 1
  1.202 1

  1.153 2
  1.131 1-2

  1.107 1

i

 Cuyuna, Range,
Minnesota, U. S. A.
  (by Ram.d9.//.I.)...

    o  d(A) I
 s.'g'i""' , '

 4.17         sst
 3.45 s
 2.79 st
 2.66 st
 2.52 s 2.36 st
 2.29 st
 2.20 m 2.eo s 1.95 ss
 1.92 s
 1.79 ss
 1.75 s 1.73 s
 1.69 st

 1.60 st
 1.55 s 1.51 m 1.47 ss
 1.45
 1.44 s 1.43 s 1.39 s 1.36 s
 1.34 s      ' 1.30 ss
 1.28 s
 1.26 s
 1.253 s
 1.217 s/ss
 1.208 s/ss
 1.196 s
 1.150 m
 1.131 m
 1.117 ss
 1.105 s

l

I

 Pirika

  o d(A)

5.36
4.19
3.46
2.79
2.67
2.53
2.37
2.30
2.21
2.00

1.932
1.782
1.763
1.735
1.691

1.604
1.559
1.513

1.446
1.438
1.397
1.361
1.344

1.278

1.259
1.218

1.151
1.133

Mine

  I

  IO
  7g

  zz

  ,3

  i8

   2

   z

   g

  l6

  iZ

   7

   6
   7
   3
   3
   2

   3

   2
   3

   6
   5

l
I
･

i

i
:
E

l

i

i

  Manganite
A. S. T. M. Card
  No. 2-O129

   p d(A) I

 3.40 100
 2.65 80
 2.52 40
 2.41 80
 2.26 60
 2.18 60

 1.77 80
 1.70 70
 i.66 80
 1.63 70

 1.50 70

 1.43 70

 1.32 70
 1.29 20

 1.26 20
 1.24 20
 1.21 20
 1.18 40
 1.16 40
 1.13 60
 1.11 20
 1.10 20
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the groutite is dull black and luster submetallic, while manganite is brilliant

dark steel gray. CIeavage of groutite is very perfect and yields brilliant

refieetions. The streak is reddish dark brown like that of manganite,

The specific gravity determined on one gram of handpicked material is
4.182 recalculated to 40C.

    X--ray powder diagram was rnade with unfiltered Fe radiation using

a Philips geiger counter X-ray spectrometeT. [Vhe interplaner spacings
and the intensites of refieetions are Iisted in Table 12. Such characters are

in agreement with those of the groutite from iron mine of the Cuyuna

Range of Minnesota, U. S. A. that obtained Gy GRuNER (1947) and
RAMDoHR (1956).
    The differential thermal analysis curves for pure manganite have been

studied by KuLp & PERFETTI (1950) ; no curve for groutite can be traced.

Differential thermal analysis curves and thermobalance eurves of groutite

from the Pirika mine are as shown in Fig. 8. Groutite gives a curve very

similar to that for manganite with two endothermic peaks. These curves

lach have two remarkable endothermic peaks at approximately 3950C
corresponding to dehydration, and an endothermic peak at about 9800rw
10200C.

                                     ' Manganite Ci" aib)                th -'''''''''''' Groutite (in air)
                        'E                        l.                        NI'. rm '-' -' Monsnai te Cin vatuum)
                l N'i,l/･, -"-'' Grvllette (in vacuum}

               [i. itiitki･,.i,･:,iiS'

                { ･l t-･ -                               Y( ---･

L[
i
;
a

l
l
j

l

i

    O 500
ff'ig, 8. Differential thermal analysis

   curves Qf manganite and groutite,

   10oo"c

and thermobalance



    10. TheTmaZ behavio7n of some 7nanganese dioxides ancl hydToxides
  A. Birnessite and Todorokite
    Through a combination of differential thermal analysis and X-ray
powder pattern several signifieant points were brought out which would
have otherwise escaped notiee. Investigation was made on the effeet of
heat treatrnent in air of birnessite and todorokite on X-ray powder pattern.

The resuk are shown in Fig. 9, 10 and summarized :

                B         q BftJom T,me
IOOc Ihr.

300c lhf.

560'c

1
{ }+ H

560t lhr,

ltu'      H-- ---.-- 600E lhr.

L･---
io

 Fig.

     L' d "-'=･- ioooL
-L----±. -..L-.. .L.ww...L. .l.. ..A .L.."2o ]o 4o so 6o 7o ao go loo
       . 2e Fek
9. X-ray powder patterns of heat treatment of birnessite
    B: Birnessite ･ H: Hausmannite /
  T
L-nv-Lm-Lmm-.Lr#-th--L-rrJ--uLL---

                                     Rotm Tt"?
       '

lhr.

tOOJc lhr

300'c Ihr.
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H HHH I
l 560t lhr

800t lhr

-------"---TL- -LN--n.mM--nm-TrLm-]

iOOO 'c lhr,

 10

Fig.
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              2eFek
10. X-ray powder patterns of
     T: Todrolcite

  TO

heat
  H:

  eo 9o loo

treatment of todorokite.
 Hausmannite
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    a) Birnessite
    X-ray powder patterns of birnessite heated at about 1500C for 1 hr.

showed to low intensity patterns. The patterns of this mineral almost

disappear at about 3000C for 1hr. and it goes to amorphous material.
X-ray powder patterns of this material upon being heated to 5600C, 8000C

and 10000C for 1 hr. showed Mn304 patterns.

    b) Todorokite
    X-ray powder patterns of Todorokite heated at about 3000C for 1 hir.

                                      MM                                     -.-rr Roomfemp

                                       tu 23odc

                                                       -                                          ll- 300c

                                                    360'c

                                                     430'c

                                   J 500t
                      e

                                                       .                                                     580c

                                                     750c          L

M

'

P

P

P
P

e B
B

B

H
H

H
H H

9oOc

I050c

Lrrn.rni =.---.-- 'r nt"
20 30 40 50 60 70 SO 90
                   2e Fe k
                    Manganite
  Fig. 11-a. X-ray powder patterns of heat treatment in air.

  M: Manganite P: Pyrolusite B: Bixbyite
  H: Hausmannite
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.
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230'c
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alu-mLum= -t---' .L L 430c
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B

-"nLLmL-un-nL-.rm B B 5Oo 'c

J Lrm 580'c

L LLi 75o"c

H

-
H

H

H

,-
H

.AJ-L, 9OO'c

I020h

L.
20 30 40 50    60

2e Fek

Groutite

70 eo 90

Fig. 11-b. X-ray powder patteans of heat treatment in air.

G: Groutite P: Pyrolusite B: Bixbyite
R: Ramsdellite H: Hausmanni.te

showed to low intensity patterns. The patterns of this mineral almost

disappear at about 5600C and it goes to amorphous material. X-ray
powder patterns of this material upon being heated to 5600C, 8000C and
loOOOC for 1 hr. showed Mn304 patterns.

  B. MnO-OHsystem
    Investigation was made on the effect of heat treatment in air or in

vacuum of manganite and groutite on X-ray powder pattern. The resuits
are shown in Fig. 11, 12 and summarized :
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    a) Phase conversion in air
    X-ray powder patterns of manganite heated at about 3000C showed

to some degree B-Mn02 and manganite patterns. The patterns of manga-
nite almost disappear at the first endothermic reaction, (3800C), corres-

ponding to the dehydration to B-Mn02,

    Aecording to KuLp and PERFETTI (1950), pure manganite gives a
strong peak at about 3700C, corresponding to the dehydration to Mn203.
The results of Pavlovitch (1935) are similar, but he noted that the product

after the 370OC peak depended upon the conditions of heating ; RoDE (1955)

                M          -ll1=J.-1.ll-L--".LLT..L-."..-t- Roon,temp'

          .--irl ll l..1.L. 7.....L"--i.,"ill-.t.r-m..ll...d-. 23ooc

          Jabm--.,.r"..L......,-Lp 3ooz

                  P

.LpL

B

e

B
s

---LLv-

   e

H
H

"

430C

50o"c

58o"c

75o"c

9Oo 'c

102ooc

"--L---m-mML
2o 3o 4o so 6o 7o eo go
                   2e Fek

                   Manganite
]lig. 12-a. X-Tay powder patterns of heat treatment in vaeuum.

  M: Manganite P: Pyrolusite B: Bixbyite
  H: Hausmannit'e
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G

Roorn temp,

23oec

LJLdhrrm"--.-.rLrL 3oonc

360'c

5oo"c

s

B B
B

5Bo"c

75o "c

9OO'C

}
{

H

i05o"c

2o ]o 4o so 6o 7o eo Ngo
                  2O Fe k
                   Groutlte
Fig. 12-b. X-ray powder patterns of heat treatment in vacuum.

  G: Groutite P: Pyrolusite B: Bixbyite
  H: Hausmannite R: Ramsdellite

has concluded that in vacuum Mn203 is forrned while in air B-Mn02 may
be one of the products, Frequently curves for manganite show an addi-
tional peak at KuLp and PERFETTI (1950) have attributed to an unidentified

impurity; RoDE (1955), however, has eonsidered it to relate to manganite

and to represent in vacuum the conversion of MnL,03 to a mixture of a and

B hausmannite or in air to represent the decomposition of B-Mn02. In air,

groutite converts to ramsdellite at about 3000C; it oxidizes partly to

ramsdellite, Above 3600C it goes directly to B-Mn02. The patterns of

P-MnOL} from groutite almost disappear at 5800C but this temperature
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permite patterns to remain of B-Mn02 from manganite.
    Groutite is considerably larger in unit cell volume than is manganite

and less stable under pressure and in elevated temperatures. X-ray powder

diffraction of manganite and groutite heated to 7500C and 9000C showed

good cr-Mn203 patterns, and that of the seeond endothermic peak at about

9850C corresponding to the conversion of Mn203 to Mn304.

    b) Phase conversion in vacuum
    The phase changes in vacuum of manganite and groutite could not

be followed in the same way as in air.

    Usually, the phase changes in vacuum eome to pass in low temperature.

Two interesting phases were encountered in this study. In the low tem-

perature an unknown phase developed and X-ray powder diffraetion of
these minerals upon being heated to 3600, 4300C and 5000C showed

7-MnL,03 patterns.
    The results obtained are summarized in Table 13.

    TABLE 13. Efliect of heat treatment of manganite and groutite.

m alr-[

m vaeunm-[

Original....

manganite --->

groutite

manganite

groutite

-->

-->

-->

   5ooo

 pyrolusite

 ramsdellite
 pyrolusite

unkown phase
 pyrolusite

ramsdel]ite
unkown phase
 pyrolusite
   r-Mn203

,......,.,.,,....,...10000 C

--> a-Mn203 --> Mn304

--> cr-MnL,03 --> Mn304

-- cr-Mnll.03 -- Mn304

----> cr-Mn203 --> Mn304

    11. Diffe7"ential thermaZ analysis of aofitifZciaL G7zixtu7"e

    In the past deeade, differential thermal analysis has developed in to

a very useful mineTalogical teehnique, Sinee it provides both qualitative

and quantitative data on the presence of thermally active minerals, it is

ideally suited to a study of fine-grained natural aggregates which present

a difficult problem to other methods of attack. It appeared that the natural

occurrence and importance of the manganese oxide minerals would make
desirable a preliminary investigation by thermai analysis. In this study

it has been the objective to define the thermal curves of the manganese
dioxide and hydroxide minerals and to show how the method may be
applied to natural mixtures. Some manganese dioxide mineral species
under a certain rate of heating show a characteristic type of differential
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thermal analysis curve. Natural manganese dioxide ores are aggregates
of eertain manganese dioxide minerals. A group of natural aggregates has

been analysed and concentrations of the various minerals, interpreted in

terms of the differential thermal curves of artificial mixture. Sinee each

mineral wM ordinarily yield a characteristic set of peaks independent of

the foreign constituents, frequently the members of a mixture in a fine-

grained aggregate may be defined. Obviously the more eomplex the
mixture the more difficult becomes the inteTpretation. Usually, however,

X-ray,      optical, and thermal data together are adequate for definition of
the major mineral present in a mixture if the group is thermally reactive.

The application of differential thermal analysis to this group of minerals

A

B

c

D

c

D

E-
E

F

G

.F

G-

   100 500 IOOO'c
      Fig. 13, 14. Differential thermal

 wt.% ABCDEFGManganite 100 90 70 50 30 10 O

Pyrolusite O 10 30 50 70 90 100

tu-J-umnd    100 500
analysis curves of ai'tifieial

   .t.% ABc
 Cryptomelane 100 90 70

 Pyrolusite O 10 30

mixture.

 DE
 50 30
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F
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Manganite
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15, 16. Differential thermal

ABCDEF G100 90 70 50 30 10 O

 O 10 30 50 70 90 100

    JOO 5oo loooec
analysis curves of artificial mixture.

                ABCDE
  Pyrolusitewt.% 20 65 50 25 25
   Cryptomelane 65 15 25 50 25
   Manganite 15 20 25 25 50

F
15

20

65

provides valuable information unobtainable by other standard techniques.

    The analysis of the mineral composition of natural aggregates of
manganese dioxide minerals requires a previous knowledge of the size and

shape of characteristic peaks as a function of eoncentration. Artificial

mixtures were prepared and thermally analysed. Figs, 13, 14, 15, 16 show

the results for mixtures of pyrolusite, manganite and cryptomelane. In
general, the variation of peak amplitude or peak area with concentration

is well established. These eurves are used as a basis for estimating the

percentage of these minerals in unknown assemblages.
    12. Rop7"esentative ozatze7';al agg7･eegates

    Figs. 17, 18, 19, and 2e show the differential thermal analysis curves
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17. Differential thermal analysis curves of pyrolusite type ore.

of natural manganese dioxide and hydroxide aggregates. Figs. 17, 18
show those eurves of pyrolusite type ores. A sample, shown in Fig. 18-D

labelled pyrolusite frorn Nakauta, contains a small amount of cryptomelane

and that in Fig. 18-G labelled pyrolusite from Matsumae, contains man-

ganite and cryptomelane. Differential thermal analysis curves of manga-
nite type ores are shown in Fig. 19. A sample, shown in Fig. 19-B contains

pyrolusite and a small amount of cryptomelane. Three specimens, ex-
hibited in Fig. 19-C, -D, and -E contain pyrolusite. Differential thermal

analysis curves of several cryptomelane type ores coilected from manganese

mines in Hokkaido are shown in Fig. 20. These present the presence of
eolloidal water and a small amount of pyrolusite and clays.
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       Fig. 20. Differential thermal analysis curves of cryptomelane type ore.

      IVe Scheme of classification of manganese dioxide minerals

    The method of classification adopted in this work, and the one which

can alone claim to be thoroughly scientific, is that which places similar

chemical compounds together in a common class and which further
arranges the mineral species into groups aecording to the more minute
relation existing between them in respeet to chemical composi'tion, crystal-

line form and other physical properties.

    Manganese dioxide is one of the most familiar and common minerals
found in various manganese deposits, but its mineralogical studies of it

have been very indeterminate owing to the variability and overlapping
of physical properties and chemical composition. Its usual occurrence
comprises several modifieations whieh are closely related in their crystal

structures. The writer has attempted a elassification of various modifica-

tions of natural manganese dioxide on the basis of the X-ray analyses of

present and previous studies.

    1, Review of p7"evious wo7"k
    In their report on the manganese oxide minerals, FLEiscHER and
RIcHMoND (1943) state that the X-ray method provides the only way of
distinguishing many of the minera,ls, and to this end they list the spaeings

and intensities of 12 of them. On the other hand, they state that confirma-

tory chemical tests are required if the minerals eryptomelane, hollandite

and coronadite, which GRuNER (1943) showed to be isostructural, are to
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be identified with eertainty.

    Though loosely known as the manganese oxide minerals, many contain
additional elements. For example, cryptomelane, which is one of the
eonfimonest, has been tentatively given the formula KRsOi6, where' R is
chiefiy Mn"`. Similarly the artificial dioxides often contain important

amounts of other elements. These are for the most part adventitions,
having been introdueed in the reagents or from the manufaeturing plant,

and may be present as adsorbed ions, or as occupants of lattice position.

    While there is doubt about the structure of many of the oxides to be

described later, there at least seems general agreement on the dense blaek

oxide produced by heating the nitrate. As early as GEoRGEU (1879)
prepared Mn02 by this method and, after an examination of its bensity,
hardness, crystal form and composition, stated it to be an artificial
polianite, The identity of polianite and pyrolusite was claimed by ST. JoHN

(1923) as a result of X-ray analysis, and was later eonfirmed by others

(FERRARI, 1926, SMITHERINGLE, 1929, VAux and BENNETT, l937, STRUNz,
1943). The first X-ray examination of the oxide formed from the nitrate

appears to have been made by FERRARI (1926), who announced that its
structure was the same as that of pyrolusite; subsequent X-ray studies

confirmed his findings. The reeognition that this method of preparation

produced the stable modification has led to its adoption when material has

been required for precise determination of physical and chemical constants.

    Difflculties were soon encountered, however, in trying to establish

the nature of the many varieties of Mn02 produced by other methods,
particularly those oxides prepared in the wet way. IF'ERRARI (1926)
examined one such oxide (prepared by preeipitation with alkali) and stated

it to be amorphous, The first serious attempt at a general classification

seems to have been made by DuBols (1936). He found that several
methods of preparation gave an oxide which had a different X-ray pattern

from that of pyrolusite. This form, which he called a-Mn02, could be
produced by the spontaneous deeomposition of a solution of permanganic
aeid, or by the action of H202 on KMn04, or by adding a dilute MnSO,i

solution to a dilute KMn04 solution. When the or-form obtained by the
deeomposition of permanganie acid was heated in a sealed tube at 4000C
for 48 hours, the product showed a patteTn whieh was different from both

the cr-form and pyrolusite. The same pattern was obtained from an oxide

made by adding KMnO,i to excess MnS04. He tentatively suggested this
third form was a mixture of an unknown oxide and the dioxide, Analysis

showed it to have the composition MnOi.ss. Oxides made by methods such

as the above always contain an appreciable amount of potash and of
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combined water. They are further characterized by containing consider-

ably less oxygen than eorresponds to the formula Mn02.

    GLEMsER (1939) examined three samples of oxides prepared by:
(a) the oxidation of manganous sulfate by ammonium persulfate; (b) the

oxidat'ion of the same solution by potassium permanganate; and (c) the

decomposition of permanganic acid. These products had identical X-ray
diagrams which did not agree with those of DuBol's third modification.

GLEMsER proposed that this new modifieation be called 7-Mn02. It is of

interest to note that although the patterns of GLEMsER's three samples

were the same, their composition varied eonsiderably the numerical values

of n in the formula MnO. being 1.93, 1.84 and 1.76. When the samples
were boiled with nitric acid, the patterns were sharper but were otherwise

unchanged, and n had increased to 1.97 in each instance.

    SCHOSSBERGER (1940, 1943) has also reported the existence of
GLEMsER's y-Mn02 in an artifieial preparation used for the battery trade.

The method of preparation is not stated in the abstracts, and the original

paper is not available to the present writer. In their studies on the
autoxidation of manganous hydroxide, NIcHoLs and WALToN (1942) pre-
pared a number of samples by mean of air and oxygen through alkaline

manganous solutions. Apart from one sample which showed the pattern
of hausmannite, Mn304, they were all reported to be amorphous.
    GRuNER (1943) stated that the preeipitate obtained on adding HCI to

boiling KMn04 solution and neutralizing with ammonia was amorphous,
but that it gave cryptomelane when heated to 4000C. Exactly the same
result was obtained from the amorphous material formed by the addition

of KCI03 to pure Mn(N03)2 in HN03. 0n of the latter experiment, how-
ever, a pyrolusite was forrned in place of the amorphous material, and

GRuNER expressed the' view that there was no way of predicting which
oxide would be produced.

    McMuRDIE (1944) has found GLEMsER's 7-modification in oxides pro-
duced by electrolytic oxidation, and eonsidered that it might be a very

fine-grained pyrolusite. He also described another form which he called
8-Mn02 and which he thought might be a fine grained eryptomelane. Most

of the samples studied by McMuRDIE were of comrnercial origin, the
methods of preparation not being stated. They consisted chiefiy of crypto-

melane and 8-Mn02 with some y-]N([n02 and pyrolusite, One oxide pTepared

by the slow addition of HCI to a hot solution of KMn04 gave the pattern
of 8-Mn02. He also examined some natural ores, including some of battery

grade from the Gold Coast and from IY{ontana. The conclusions he reaehed

regarding their composition are discussed later.
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    In addition to X-ray diffraction, McMuRDIE used electron diffraction

and electron microscopy as aids in his examination. He was able to show

from electron micrographs that within any one crystal species a wide
variety of shapes occurred, and that electron diffraction patterns were
more informative for some of the finest oxides.

    FEITKNEcHT and MARTI (1945) have recently described the products
obtained by the eontrolled oxidation of manganous hydroxide. These
oxides vary continuously in composition from MnOi.i to about MnOi.s and

exhibit some five or six different X-ray patterns. They coneluded that
the structure of the most highly oxidized member of this series (which

they called rnanganous manganite) was derived from the well-marked
Iayer lattice of the parent manganous hydroxide. FEITKNEcllT and MARTI

suggest that layers of Mn02 with a cadmium iodide type lattice are
interspersed with disordered layers of Mn(OH)L,, such as occur in the
a-hydroxides of the divalent metals. Sinee the average value of n for
samples with this pattern is 1.8, they suggest the formula 4Mn02'Mn (OH) 2

for manganous manganite. This presumably means that within the
Mn(OH)2 layers, some Mn"2 and (OH)- ions are replaced by Mn"` and
O-2 ions.

    On the other hand, CoLE, WADsLy and WALKLEy (1947) investigated
the relationship between 7-phase and ramsdellite and coneluded that there
were at least three types of 7-Mn02 charaeterized by small differences in

their X-ray diffraction patterns. The patterns of some samples of y-Mn02

met with in this study possess more lines than those given by GLEMsER.

One of the three modifications of this mineral has been recognized in some

ores including those from the Gold Coast, Africa. The patterns given

for cryptomelane, y-Mn02 and manganous manganite are the same as
those of xMn02, MnOi.ss and 8-Mn02 respectively. And they are sug-
gested that the various forms of y-Mn02 diseussed above were in perfectly

crystallized ramsdellite.

    OKADA, UEI and CHIN seeured (1947) a new type of the manganese
dioxide erystal anQdicaly by electrolysis. The electrolyte is a water solution

of the manganese salt and the ammonia salt. This modification was named
s-Mn02 by OKADA and has been investigated by many other workers.

    Among the minerals chiefiy of manganese dioxide, there are more
then twenty species which are reported to be colloidal in character; they

are grouped under the name "manganomelane." Their ehemical composi-
tions vary to some extent with each speeimen, because the strong adsorp-

tion of eations by dioxide of manganese does not allow the keeping of
constant chemical composition by these minerals, The classification based
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on ehemieal composition alone has therefore only a subordinate meaning.

YosHIMuRA (1934) attempts to elassify them by the difference of crystal-
Iinity and hardness, in the following four division :

    1. crystalline manganomelane

    2, wad
    3. abnormal psilomelane
    4. psilomelane
Each division is subdivided into five groups according to chemical com-

position. Mn02, MnO and H20 are common to all speeies, so the classifica-

tion is based on the kind of predominating bases other than MnO. Minerals

of group (a) are the purest, containing no bases other than MnO or Mn203 ;

those of group (b) contain plenty of alkalies; those of group (c) alkaline-

earths and magnesia; those of group (d) iron (Fe'3) and alumina, while
minerals of group (e) contain oxides of heavy metals.

    SAMSON and WADsLEy (1948) have studied the manganese ore min-
erals from the oxide mine in Buchan, Victoria. These specimens exhibited

a wide variation in composition, both i'n potassium content and Mn : O

ratio, therefore the possibility that the Buchan specimens are disordered

forms of cryptomelane due to Iattiee imperfeetions must be rejected.

    DELANo (1950) examined some samples of natural manganese dioxide.
These manganese dioxides exist in three erystalline alloytopie forms name-

ly, pyrolusite, cryptomelane, and ramsdellite. The term 7-Mn02 should
be referred to ramsdellite. The imperfectly erystallized minerals showing

a rnore or less ineomplete X-ray pattern whieh have been generally ealled

y-Mn02 are really impure varieties of ramsdellite or pyrolusite. There is

a series of patterns of infinite gradations between ramsdellite and pyrolu-

site. Ramsdellite and pyrolusite are know,n in the form of 100% manga-
nese dioxide cTystals but y-Mn02 and cryptomelane so far have tenaciously

retained various impurities. The cryptomelane group comprises a series

of alkali compounds between MnsOi6 and K2MnsOi6. The names 8-Mn02
and manganous manganite designate compounds of alkali and manganese
oxides in variable proportion and, therefore, are incorrectly chosen.

    JoNEs and MiLNE (i956) investigated the relationship between S-Mn02

and manganous manganite and birnessite of natural manganese oxide.
Birnessite giving an X-ray powder patterns similar to that of synthetic
materials was described as manganous manganite and 8-Mn02. The optical,

chemieal, and X-ray data of birnessite show that it is a naturally oceurring

8-Mn02,
    SREENIvAs (1956) has reeently described the 7-Mn02 from ]N({ysore,
India. X-ray powder spacings observed and tabulated below agree fairly
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well with the values of McMuRDIE and GoLovATo for 7-Mn02. That
material is unstable at high temperatures. An X-ray powder pattern of
the mineral taken after heating 5000C showed a pyrolusite pattern, hence

the 7-Mn02 could be considered as poorly crystallized pyrolusite, but the

exact nature of it is still uncertain.

    SoREM and CAMERoN (1960) have studied the manganese ore mineral
from the highly productive deposits of Nsuta, Ghana. The term Nsuta
Mn02 is introduced as a tentative name for the mineral or mineral group
most abundant in the ores. An X-ray diffraction data indicate that Nsuta

Mn02 is a diserete mineral or mineral group, with no direct yelation to

pyrolusite or ramsdellite. Powder patterns given by Nsuta Mn02 also
differ from those reported for the artificial manganese dioxide y-Mn02.

One type of Nsuta Mn02 gives a pattern closely resembling that of p-Mn02,

a chemical product, but the cl spaeings and relative intensities of certain

lines are not identical.

    2. a-Mn02 gTozep
    ln the eourse of a study of manganese oxide, precipitates consisting

of cr-Mn02 were obtained by the reduction of a KMn04 solution by various

reagents, for instanee, H202 and HCI, As has been stated previous}y
(CoLE, WADsLEy & WALKELy; 1947) and as BysTRoM et al, (1950) could
confirm, the X-ray powder photographs of these preparations showed that

there must be a elose structural similarity between a-Mn02 and some
of the manganese oxide minerals, namely, cryptomelane, hollandite and
coronadite. The powder photographs of cr-]X([n02 showed the characteristic

broadening of the refleetions which are caused by very small crystallites.

Heat treated samples gave somewhat sharper Tefiections, but ･it was
impossible to obtain crystals large enough for rotation and WEIsSENBERG
methods. Hydrothermal syntheses also failed to produce such crystals.
As no definite conelusions regarding the composition and structure of

a-Mn02 could be drawn from powder photographs alone, BysTRoM deter-
mined to investigate also the above-mentioned manganese oxide minerals.

    For the nomenclature of the manganese oxide minerals the rules re-

commended by FLEIscHER and RIcHMoND (1943) have been applied. Their
description of the chemical and X-ray charaeteristics of the minerals can

be sumrnarized as follows: The general formula is probably ARsOiG with

A=K Pb and Ba, and R=Mn'` ehiefiy. The minerals contain ON5%
non-essential water. The symmetry is tetragonal (cryptomelane) or
pseudotetragonal (coronadite and hollandite), in which case probably
triclinie.

    The size of the unit cell of eryptomelane has been determined by
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RAMsDELL (1942) to be a:9,98 A, c:2,86 A, and by RIcHMoND and FLEI-
scHER (1943) to be a:9.82 A, c:2.83 A. [l]he refiections indicate a body-

centyed cell. FRoNDEL and HEiNRicH (1942) made unsuceessful efforts to
index the powder patterns of coronadite and hollandite wi'th this cell. How-

ever, they could index nearly all lines in terms of another body-centered

teragonal cell with a:6.95A, c:5.72A for eoronadite and a:6.94A,
c:5.IA for hollandite. For coronadite they suggested the formula
MnPbMn60i4 or MnPbMn60i4H20. Hollandite was looked upon as the
barium analogue of eoronadite, perhaps (MnFe) BaMn60k. As will be
seen, there is a close relationship between the unit cell of cryptomelane

and that suggested for hollandite and eoronadite: 6.95V2=9.82 and
5.72 V2--2.86. RicHMoND and FLEIscHER (1943), remark that the powder

and WEIssENBERG photographs of cryptomelane and hollandite are nearly
identical and suggest that the three minerals are isostructural. GRuNER
(1943) assumes a complicated general formula for the three minerals,

namely,
        MngN(-s...i,.Li,..) (Mn2, R2).(K, Na),(Ba, Pb),Oi6(H20)2-(,.,)

    Evidently from the isostruetural relationship between a-Mn02 and
hollandite, it follows that a-Mn02 must hold some large ions, as fot
exatnple, pottasium, to prevent the strueture from collapsing. The neces-

sity of K" ions for the formation of a-Mn02 has been pointed out by CoLE

et al. (1947).

    GRuNER's experiment on the eation exchange of Mn02 shows that
Ag" ions enter the strueture more readily than the larger Pb'2 and Ba2'

ions. This is evidently what is to be expected from the strueture, as the

short A-A distances of about 2.8A must lead to a eertain instability of
the structure, because of strong repulsive forces between the cations, and

these forces must apparently be less for the smaller ions. In accordance

with this the two fold position ean be fiIIed to a larger extent with a

Iarger number of adjaeent A ions, when these ions are smaller and of

less valency, i.e, as is the case for Ag' compared with Pb'2 and Ba"2.
BysTRoM (1950) has recalculated the densities with GRuNER formula.
Hollandite, cryptomelane, coronadite and a-Mn02 form an isostructural
series of the general formula. A2u, Bs-, X,6, A being large ions such as
Bel'2, Pb'2 and K',B small and medium sized ions such as Mn'4, Fe'3, Mn'2

ahd X in the cases investigated O and 0H ions. The unit cell, which

contains one formula unit, is tetragonal or pseudo-tetragonal, in the
latter case monoelinic. Approximate dimensions of the tetragonal unit
cell are a :9.8 A and e :2.86 A. In the cases investigated, the variable y in

the general formula varies fTom O.8 to 1.3 and Z from O.1 to O.5 ･ The
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                Fig. 21. X-ray powder data of ev-Mn02 group.

spacing and intensities of a-Mn02 group with data published by other

workers are illustrated in Figure 21.
    SAMsoN and WADsLEy (1948) studied the manganese ore mineral from
the oxide mine situated about 4 rniles S. E. of Buchan in Eastern Victoria.

This mineral po}ished section is seen under the ore-microscope to consise

of an apparently homogeneous mineral, which appears to correspond to
the "psilomelane" type and is almost completely isotropic, showing pale
grey-brown polarization colours. Studies in his Iaboratory have shown

that neither the naturally oecurring mineral nor synthetic cryptomelane
possesses patterns differing by more than experimental error from
FRoNDEL's values. These specimens have, however, exhibited a wide varia-

tion in composition, both in potassium content and Mn :O ratio. The
possibility that the Buchan speeimens are disordered forms of crypto-
melane due to lattice imperfeetions must -therefore be rejeeted. In addi-

tion, it is known that variations in composition usually produce slight
changes in cell dimensions, whereas the possible values listed above differ

very markedly from those calculated by RAMsDELL.
    Structurally the mineral shows similarities to manganous manganite



on the one hand and to cryptomelane on the other, but the evidence does

not support the view that the mineral may be classed merely as a dis-
ordered forrn of cryptomelane.

    0n the other hand, OKADA, UEI and CHIN (1945) have a new type
of the rnanganese dioxide erystal anodiealy by eleetrolysis. This modifi-

cation was named E-Mn02 by OKADA. This material is show similar
patterns and the possibility that the E-Mn02 are disordered forms of
a--Mn02 due to lattice imperfections must therefore be rejected.

    3. B-Mn02gTozep
    This compound occurs widely in nature. This mernber of Mn02 was
named pyro]usite. The strueture is now well established as tetragonal
(rutile group) with a : 4.38A, c : 2.86 A. The unit cell contains Mn204,

For a long time it was thought that pyrolusite was an orthorhombic
form of manganese dioxide. The tetragonal form was called polianite.

Orthorhornbic pyrolusite is apparently due to psudomorphism, based on
its formation from manganite. On the basis of these consideration that

tetragonal form of Mn02, and its properties seem well charaeterized.

    Pyrolusite is the most stable erystalline form of Mn02. It possesses

a high order symmetry and hence is always found nearly perfectly cry-

stallized. No continuous series exists between perfeetly crystallized

pyrolusite and amorphous MnOo. '
    Comparison of the spacing" and intensities of B-Mn02 is set out in

Figure 22.

    4. RamscleZtite

  Ramsdellite was first described by RAMsDELL (1942), the powder

              '
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X-ray pattern has been given by FLEIscHER and RIcHMoND (1943) and
the crystal structure was determined by BysTR6M. The unit eell dimen-

sions are given ao :4.533 A, bo :9.27 A, and co :2.866 A, Z :4. The
crystal lattice is sirnilar to the diaspore. The network of oxygen octa-

hedra is principally the same in B--]M[nOL, and ramsdellite, Iii B-Mn02

every other octahedron is occupied by a Mn ion both in the a and b
directions. However, in ramsdellite there are pairs of oceupied and
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unoccupied octahedra in the b direction, but in the a direction every other

oetahedron is filled.

    Ramsdellite has a still lower order of symmetry than B-Mn02. CoLE
et al. (1947) has studied in all degree of crystallization from nearly

perfeet to completely amorphous Mn02. And he suggested that the
various forms 7-Mn02 discussed above were imperfectly crystallized
Tamsdellite. But systematic identification of ramsdellite and 7-Mn02 type

is diflicult for several reasons. First, under a wide variety of temperature

and pressures of water and oxygen, y-Mn02 either remained unchanged
or converted to B-Mn02 second, X-ray powder lines 7-"Cn02 are common
somewhat diffuse, and eontrast is poor because of background fogging,
and the d spacings and relative intensities are not identieal, reproducible

measurements are therefore diMcult.
    In 1958, NyE wrote that the dorninant mineral phase of Gold Coast
ore gave an X-ray pattern identieal to a chemically prepared Mn02 termed

p. NyE remarked that p-IM[n02 is clearly different･ frorn 7-Mn02.

    SoREM and CAMERoN (1960) has studied the manganese ore mineral
from the highly productive deposits of Nusta, Ghana. The term Nusta
Mn02 is introdueed as a tentative name for the mineral or mineral group

most abundant in the ores. X-ray diffraction data indicate that Nusta
Mn02 is a discrete mineral or mineral group, with so direet relation to

pyrolusite or ramsdellite. These patterns are presented graphically in

Figure 23, with patterns of p-Mn02 and the mineral ramsdellite. Powder

patterns of Nusta MnOL) aRd p-Mn02 show certain similarities to the
pattern of ramsdellite. These speeimens have, however, exhibited a wide

variation in eharaeter. For example, the structure may be imperfect due
to minor impurities, order-disorder phenomena, non-stoichiometric com-
position, grain size, degree of crystallization and preferred orientation

of crystals. The possibility that the Nusta Mn02 and p-Mn02 are dis-
ordered forms of ramsdellite due to lattice imperfections.

    5. 7-Mn02
    The samples designated 7-Mn02 have X-ray patterns similar to those

of the oxide MnOi.ss of DuBols (prepared by heat treatment of his
a-Mn02) ; of the Mn02 of GLEMsER made by a preparation similar to the
CoLE sample; and of the electrolytic sarnple of y-Mn02 described by
McMuRDiE (Fig. 24). The diffraction patterns deseribed by these work-
ers are set out in Table 14. It is considered, however, that there are at

least three types of y-Mn02 characterized by small but nonetheless definite

differences in their X-ray diffraction patterns.

    The spaeings and intensities of the three types of 7-Mn02 are set out in
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TABLE 14. Comparisom of the spacings and intensities of the

                 various forms of r-Mn02.
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 Table 14 and the patterns themselves are illustrated in Figure 24. CoLE
 and other consequently suggest that the vaTious forms of 7-Mn02 discussed

 above are imperfeetly crystallized ramsdellites. Additional evidenee is

provided by the faet that both y-Mn02 and ramsdellite ean be converted

 into pyrolusite upon heat treatment in air at 4500C. Sinee 7-Mn02 has
been described as a poorly crystalline ramsdellite it was a likely starting

material for the synthesis of ramsdellite (many other compounds were

used as well). However, under a wide variety of temperatures and
pressures of water and oxygen, y-Mn02 either remained unehanged or
converted to pyrolusite.

    Differences in the patterns of 7-Mn02 have been noted by other
workers, For example, DuBois (1936) mentioned that diffraction pat-
terns of MnOi.ss prepared by two methods were not identical, and
ScHossBERGER (1941) also noted differences in the patterns of 7-Mn02,

attributing them to lattice distortions brought about by foreign ions.

FEITKNEcHT and MARTi (1945) also reported modifications of y-Mn02
which they designated Mn02-a and Mn02-b; They could be prepared by
heating manganites with nitric acid (a-form), or with water (b--form),
They do not give numerical values for the interplaner spacing, but juging

from their line diagrams the patterns of y-Mn02-a and 7-Mn02-b are in
close resemblanee to the pattern y-Mn02 and y-Mn02 forms respeetively.

None of their diagrams resembles the patterns of y--Mn02II.

    It is to be noted that 7-Mn02I is the major constituent of Gold Coast

ancl several local ores and ean be prepared in the Iaboratory, 7-Mn02II
has not been found to oecur in an ore.

    The evidence that 7-Mn02 is sirnply a lower form of ramsdellite
seems overwhelming. It is notable that no evidence has been found in
the X-ray patterns to suppoTt the belief of McMuRDIE and GoLovATo
(1948) that material of the 7-Mn02 type is poorly crystallized pyrolusite,

or that an infinite variety of patterns exists transitional from pyrolusite

to ramsdellite, as postulated by BysTR6M (1950) and DELANo (1950).
I believe that an infinite number of variations exist in this pattern depend-

ing upon the degree of crystallization and the impurities such as OH, lower

valence Mn, etc., but systernatic identification of 7-Mn02 and ramsdellite
is diflicult.

    6. 8-Mn02
    The X-ray powder patterns of 8-Mn02 are given in the Table 7 and
Figure 25 together with the patterns of manganous manganite and birnes-

site. Originally S-Mn02 was the name given by McMuRDIE (1944) to a
synthetic manganese oxide whose Xrray powder pattern consisted of only
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               Fig. 25. X-ray powder data of 6-Mn02 group.

two lines, at 2,39A and 2.40A. Later, ]Y[cMuRDiE and GoLovATo (1948)

reported two additional lines at 7.0A and 3.64 A, in the powder pattern

of a synthetic S-Mn02. The name "manganous manganite" was given
originally by FEITKNEcHT and MARTI (1945) to a manganese oxide that
gives a similar powder pattern and was prepared by oxidizing an alkaline

manganous solution with either air or oxygen, Using this and other
methods they prepared manganous manganite with the atomic ratio of
O : Mn ranging from 1,74 to 1.96 (FEITKNEcHT and MARTI, 1945). The
most 'oxidized forins were considered to be disordered because the two

inner lines of the X-ray powder patterns disappeared. The X-ray powder

pattern of a manganous manganite prepared by CoLE, WADsLEy, and
WALKLEy (1947) agrees with that of FEITKNECHT. MARTI and CoLE et al.
were the first to suggest that McMuRDm's oTiginal 8-Mn02 is similar to

mangaltous manganite. More reeently BUsER, GRAF, and FEITKNECHT
(1954) have confirmed this suggestion and have clarified the relationship

between mang'anous manganite and 8-MnOL). ･･ ' 1- i' '
    By oxidizing an alkaline manganous solution with oxygen, BusER,
GRAF, and FEITKNEcHT obtained a hydrous manganese oxide with formula

was similar to an oxide described previously by WADsLEy (1950) with a
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formula, computed from his analysis, of NaMn60i2'2.5H20. It was meta-
stable and it recrystailized, with further oxidation, to a manganous manga-

nite with the formula 4IY[n02'Mn(OH)2'2H20 and an equivalent ratio of
O : Mn of 1.80. They also prepared a series of poorly crystalline manga-

nous manganites by methods involving the deeomposition of permanganate
solutions with either HCI or manganous solutions. The O : Mn ratio of

these oxides ranged from 1.76 to 1.95 and because the inner lines dis-

appeared from the X-ray powder patterns of the most highly oxidized
forms it was concluded that the degree of disorder increased with
increasing oxidation. The X-ray powder patterns of the most highly
show that manganous manganite and 8-Mn02 exhabit the same erystal
phase they suggest that both names be retained and that S-Mn02 be used
for those oxides with O : Mn 1.90.

    FEITKNECHT and MARTI (1945) concluded that the structure of
manganous manganite could be derived from the layer Iattice of the
parent manganous hydroxide, pyrochroite, and suggested that layers of

4Mn02 are interspersed with layers of Mn(OH)2'2H20. The similarity
of the optics of birnessite and pyroehroite provides some evidence for
the first part of this theory, The well-crystallized manganous manganite

prepaTed by BusTER et al. enabled them to confirm the theory of its
structure and they assigned to it a hexagonal unit-cell with a : 5.82 A and

c. : l4,62 A. In the more highly oxidized samples the interlayers of 4Mn02

and Mn(OH)'2H20 no longer exist as regular structural units, Instead,
there are only individual double layers which are randamly oriented;
the result is the basal refleetions of 8-Mn02 eventually disappear. Thus

manganous manganite and 8-Mn02 are shown to be variously disordered
forms of a distinct crystal phase and are not disordered forms or" crypto-

melane (a-Mn02) as has been suggested by McMuRDIE and more recently
by BuTLER and [l]HiRsK (1953). Birnessite (Nao.7Cao.3)M70i4'2.8H20
gives an X-ray powder pattern similar to that of synthetic of synthetic

materials described as "manganous manganite" and 8-Mn02,
    The optical and X-ray data of birnessite from the Todoroki mine
show it is a naturally occurring S-Mn02. X-ray powder pattern of the
same material almost disappears at neat of 7000C, 5 hours and is eon-

verted to Mn304.
    7. '.Uych"atedsystem
   TABLE 15, 16 shows the classification of manganese dioxide in previous

results of others workers and in present investigation.

    Earthly manganese material commonly known as wad may eontain
considerable amounts of other metals. Within these groups, several
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hydrated rnanganese minerals are regarded as distinct species, These
are listed in Table 17 with the formulae proposed and crystalline habits

    TABLE 15. Classification of manganese dioxide by other workers.

                                                            tt                                                    t tt tt tt                                    tt                             tt                                           order  name of group mineral

cr-Mn02

p-Mn02

r-Mn02

ttt t ttt ttttttttttttttt ttttt

p-Mn02

E-Mn02

[cryptomelanehollandite
eoronadite

･
[
I
i

pyrolusite

ramsdellite

Nusta Mn02

E

[eryptomelanehollandite
eoronadite

   L disorder

                  tt'Fl"M"tto2, birnessite '

  manganous manganite
  Buchan mineral

              ttt tt t tttt
pyrolusite

ramsdellite r-Mn02(r-Mn02r-Mn02I
r-Mn02II

Nusta-Mn02
... . e. -Mno,

E-Mn02

[I]ABLE 16. Classificatin of manganese dioxide of pressent inveStigation.

'name of group

cr-Mn02

P-Mn02

r-Mn02

6-Mn02

mineral

[eryptomelanehollandite
coronadite

pyrolusite

ramsdellite

birnessite

order -"" "' disorder

     .t. cryptomelane[ hollandite
 coronadite

e-Mn02

pyrolusite

raihgdellite Nusta Mn02

p-Mn02
      tt. /

r-Mn02[r-Mn02r-Mn02I
r-Mn02II

Buehan Mineral

birnessite

[l]iABLE 17. Hydrated manganese oxide minerals containing other metals,

Mineral

ehalcophanite

lithiophoxite

raneieite

eesarolite

psilomelane

todorolcite

Formula I
tittt

Crystal system

(Mn, Zn) Mn20s･2H20

LiMn,Al,O,･3H,O

(Mn, Ca)Mn40g･3H20

PbMn,O,･H20

MnBaMnsOtB･2H20
3(Mn23Mn02･2H20)2(2ROMn02･2H20)
     R:Ca, Mg, Ba, Mn etc

E
Hexagonal

Hexagonal

Monoclinic

(?)

(?)

t
･
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 oxidized forms were identical with those given by the original 8-Mn02
 (McMuRDIE). Between this extreme and that represented by the well--
 crystallized manganous manganite there aTe intermediate forms giving
 X-ray powder patterns similar to that of birnessite. While BusER et al.
 recorded in the literature,

    A. W. WADsLEy (1950) synthesized the minerals by hydrothermal
alterati.on of the metallic derivatives of a hydrous manganese oxide, It will

readily form Ioose hydrous complexes with metals which, while not giving

close fitting formulae, may in most cases be represented as (R, Mn)
Mn307 nH20, where R is the added metal. The metals other than manga-

nese are major constituents which may be partly replaced by small
amounts of other metals. Cobalt is often present in lithiophorite and
psilomelane, copper and trivalent iron are common replacements, but no
acceptable evidence has been produced to show that these metals are
major eonstituents of hydrated manganese minerals. Very little is known

of these minerals. Psilomelane occurrenees are common and X-ray work
on single crystals has been described. Cesarolite has been reported only

from one locality but no X-ray examination is recorded; raneieite is

accredited as a mineral species but no ehemical analyses are given;
lithiophorite, identified during an examination of psilomelane-type min-

erals has since been found as well developed crystals; chalcophanite, may

be recognized from optical evidence.

    T, Yos}ilMuRA (1934) investigated a new manganese mineral found
in 1934 in the Todoroki mine, Hokkaido, Japan. A classifieation of the

minerals of the manganomelane group was attempted under the YosHI-
MuRA scheme, and it was shown that the new mineral belonged to the
purest species of crystalline manganomelane. As such a mineral had not

yet been reported, this mineral was named "todorokite" after the name
of the mine where it had first been noticed. X-ray powder pattern of

this mineral is in good agreement with ℃hat obtained forrn other groups
of. hydroxide,

    The powder diffraction patterns of the synthetic materials and
todorokite are given in Figure 26. The scarcity of (OOOI) refiections is

charaeteristic about 9.0 A.

    [l]he name psilomelane was given by HAiDINGER (1831) to the smooth
gSa.C:,"."i,f,O,r,M,,,9,n.d.gO,`,rlOed,aii,hMi",eiZl･,W.h.i.ch,,h,e,.?,1,ait,e,gtobe"apretty

    Later workeTs, unfortunately, used the name psilomelane to refer
to any hard, botryoidal manganese oxide, regardless of composition or
density, until the term had practically come to mean any hard, unidentified
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Manganese, hydroxide

LtthtophonCte
by Pamdohr

ll I ,
7bdnokite

tly Romdohr

Xood.;x2g2e.

rNa,Mrt)4Mnt?Oie ･eH.o

Ats Mnt3 One 4"nO

(L t.nt, Mn )4 Mrt6 0te ･ d"J o

CCi, AO Mn Oe ･ Hi O ob

(Ld, At)? Mni Os･2HiO

                         2e Fek
              Fig. 26. X-ray powder data of hydrated system.

manganese oxide, soft samples being referred to wad. The data in the
Iiterature on psilomelane therefore refer in part to cryptomelane, hollan--

dite, coronadite, and lithiophorite, and probably to other minerals as

well. One cannot be sure what mineral was studied unless X-ray powder

data were given for the material described as "psilomelane"; on the
other hand, some samples that differ in appearance from the 'usual hard

botryoidal psilomelane have been described under other names. A good
example is the "varvacite" of WALKER (1888), which is soft, fibrous, and

radiating and whieh would be unhesitatingly identified by sight as
pyrolusite.

    Psilomelane was redefined as a single species by VAux (1937), who

made an X-ray study of samples from ScHNEEBERG and RoMANEeHE,
reporting it to be orthorhombic with ao : 9.1 A, b, : 13.7 A, co : 2.86 A, and

found from four new analyses that the composition could be expressed as

H4 (Ba, Mn)2 Mns"`02o with Ba : Mn close to 1 : 1. His chemieal results



were confirmed by FLEiscHER and RicHMoND (1943), who followed him
in restricting the name psilomelane to this species, the formula of which

they gave in the slightly different form BaRgOis'2H20, (R=Mn'`, Mn'2,

Co, etc.). PALACHE, BERMAN, FRoNDEL (1944) likewise restrict the
name to this species; they give the formula in a third modification,
BaMn"2Mns'`Oi6(OH)4･

    Later X-ray work by WADsLEy (1953) has shown that psilomelane
is monoelinic, space group A 2/m, with ao : 9.56 A, bo : 2.88 A, co : 13.85 A,

B : 920301 His struetural study showed that Ba and H2･O oecupy positions

that are erystallographically indistinguishable, although they are very

probably in an ordered sequence. On the basis of the structural data, he

gave the formula as (Ba, HL,O).iMnioOL,o with Ba :H20 approximately
1 : 2, and Mn including Mn+`, Mn"2, and otheT elements. The psilomelane

group cornprises a series of Ba compound of hydrate system (Fig. 27).

       Psi lome la fte

by Randohn

                                      ty Richmond o
                                       Fteischen

lo         50 100
          2e Fek
Fig. 27. X-ray powder data of psilomelane.

        V. Origin of sedimentary manganese dioxide deposits

    Consider sedimentary deposits that apparently are not direetly
related to igneous processes or to voleanic activites. Many manganese
deposits are interlayered with tuffs and are close}y rela'ted 'to highly

altered reddish or greenish tuffs and clastic sediments of volcanic
affiIiations.

    Bedded manganese /dioxide deposits form under either marine or fresh

water conditions; they may or may not be associated with volcanic and

hydrothermal activities. Assuming an adequate suPply of manganese,
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the ,place of deposition will depend upon whether or not it is present
as a hydrosol 6r as the Mn-"2 ioh, whether the water is saline or fresh,

upon the oxidation-reduction conditions, the pH of the water, and probably

many other factors such as currents, bacteria, and temperature of the

    Eh-pH relations have been applied to sedimentary deposits of
manganese by KRAusKopF (1957) and by MARcHANDIsE (i956). Figure
28, taken from KRAusKopF's paper, shows his plot of the stability bound-

aries among anhydrous manganese compounds. Figure 29 shows his
diagram for the manganese hydroxides. Many of the sedimentary deposits

are believed to have formed directly as accumulations of manganese
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oxides. Manganese is precipitated when carbon dioxide is removed from
the bicarbonate by the action-of bacteria or by oxidation. Baeteria may

also utilize the organic substances acting as protective colloids. In these

instances manganese is preeipitated either as carbonate or as hydroxide.

    The Mn(OH)4 and Mn02 sols and gels,,being negatively charged,
readily absorb eations present in solutions, as been shown by laboratory

experiments. Owing to its acid character, manganic hydroxide may also
form adsorption compounds, such as BaMniOs, Mn'2 Mn'`40s, and others,
Consequently, the oxidate sediments rich in manganese often contain
notable amounts of the following elements: Li, K, Ca, Ba, Ti, Co, Cu,
Zn, Pb, as well as others. Manganese-rieh bog ores may contain as much

as 2.4 pereent Zn; 4.88 percent W03 is reported in psilomelane and 8

percent Zn in cryptomelane. Manganese wad may contain 2.82 percent
NiO, 8.33'percent CoO,'9,53 percent BaO, and up to 14 percent CuO.
    An excellent example of an extensive bedded deposit of manganese
oxide is that near Setana district, in southwestern Hokkaido. It has been

impossible to find any evidence of volcanie activity which many have
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occurred during the time of aecumulation of the manganese. The writer

eoncluded that the source of the manganese was unknown but probably
wa$ ordinary river water that emptied into a nearly closed marine or
epicontinental basin. The charagter of the sediment was controlled closely

by oxidation-redutcion conditions. Such an explanation might readily be

extended to include manganese-bearing zones in the formation, The
manganese deposition would then be a function of the oxidation-reduetion

conditions, and in large basins, this in turn would be somewhat dependent

upon distance to the showe and depth of water.
    The. mangane.se oxides are associated with tuffs or other fragmental

volcanic rQeks; a ready source of manganese is available. Hot fragmental
volcanic materials ejected under water tend to become' rnore finely and

cQmpletely fragmented. These materials, agitated by the volcanic activi-

ty, are ideally prepared and situated' for leaching by either heated sea

waters or solutions contributed during the volcanie activity.

    The Iocalization of the manganese might have been a function of
distance to its source. The depth of the water and the proximity to a

shoreline may have played a part in the localization of the manganese
at the time of its deposition as suggested by 1) the faet that severa! of

the deposits occur on the high side of pre-ore faults;2) that most of the

deposits are found on the edge of structural basins; and 3) ,the long axis

of most of .the ore bodies lie parallel to the edges of the basins.

    The sedimentary minerals of manganese are oxides, hydroxides, and
carbonates. Manganite, pyrolusite, .and eryptomelane, are common in
sedimentary deposits of manganese, but braunite and hausmannite are
rare. It should be noticed that along with Mn'` there also occurs Mn'3

probably derived from Mn'2 compounds originally present:

                      2Mn"2 2 Mn'3+Mn"`
Tripositive manganese occurs in manganite, braunite, and the hausman-
nite in the weathering zone. . Manganite .is readily oxidized to the stable

pyrolusite by atmospheric oxygen. Some manganous eompounds, e.g.,
szmikite, Mn(S04)H20; mallardite, Mn(S04)7H20; and rhodochrosite,
MnC03, are also found in the oxidation zone., As a rule, they are more
stable than the corresponding ferrous eompounds. A comparison of the
manganese content in the different iron ores of marine origin shows that

manganese tends to become concentrated in the siderite ores. The content

of manganese in the red clay is considerably in excess of the average'
content in igneous rocl<s.
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                         VI. Conclusion

    The writer has made systematical and statistical studies on eharac-
teristic variations of manganese dioxide and hydroxide from the various

oceurrences and localities in Hokkaido, Japan.
    The mineralogical characteristics of manganese ores are probably
of major importanee in determining their behavior in several industries.

The available data on crystal structure, X-ray diffraction patterns,

physical properties and chemical composition of these minerals are sum-

marized. The following minerals were investigated: cryptomelane,
pyrolusite, ramsdellite, birnessite, manganite and groutite etc. Identifiea-

tions based on physical properties are highly uncertain. owing to the

variability and overlapping of these properties. X-ray powder pattern

and thermal behavior of manganese ores are the best means of identi-
fieation.

    The writer also discussed and attempted the classifieation of manga-

nese dioxide from the standpoint of mineralogical observations.

    On the basis of these observations and eonsiderations, he obtained
the following conclusion.

    The fundamental cause, controlling-the eharaeteristic variations of
manganese dioxide and hydroxide minerals, is the difference in the condi-

tions of crystallization environments and weathering situation. Suitable

conditions for crystallization are sueh as moderate temperature, pH or

Eh of sedimentary environments, etc,
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Photo. 3. Ramsdel]ite f}'Olll Tanno mine.
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4. Electron mievograph of todorokite.
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Photo. 5. Electron micrograph of manganese wad from Niimi. (× 12,OOO)
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A．Need｝e　shape　crysta】

B，　Polished　section

Photo．6．　Groutite　from　Pirika　mine．


